Chlorine measurement in the jet singlet oxygen generator considering the effects of the droplets.
A new method is presented to measure chlorine concentration more accurately than conventional method in exhaust gases of a jet-type singlet oxygen generator. One problem in this measurement is the existence of micrometer-sized droplets. In this article, an empirical method is reported to eliminate the effects of the droplets. Two wavelengths from a fiber coupled LED are adopted and the measurement is made on both selected wavelengths. Chlorine is measured by the two-wavelength more accurately than the one-wavelength method by eliminating the droplet term in the equations. This method is validated without the basic hydrogen peroxide injection in the reactor. In this case, a pressure meter value in the diagnostic cell is compared with the optically calculated pressure, which is obtained by the one-wavelength and the two-wavelength methods. It is found that chlorine measurement by the two-wavelength method and pressure meter is nearly the same, while the one-wavelength method has a significant error due to the droplets.